Who were the first humans?
Year 3 – Autumn Term 1B

Writing

Reading

This half term the children will produce three
finalised pieces of writing;

The class book will be
• Stone age boy

Maths
Throughout the Addition and Subtraction unit
the children will;
•
•

• Narrative
• Instructions
• Poem
First, we will be completing a narrative using
the ‘Talk4writing’ process. We will be using
the story Stone Age Boy to rewrite and
change the story.

Children will learn; to use a
dictionary, to understand the
meaning of words in context, to ask
questions to demonstrate
understanding, to use inference to
make predictions and to summarise
ideas in a text.

•
•

Add and subtract numbers mentally.
Add and subtract numbers with up to
three-digits using formal written and
mental methods.
Solve number problems.
Estimate answers and calculations

Throughout the Multiplication and division
unit the children will;
•

We will then be writing a set of instuctions
based on how to wash a wooly mammoth.

•

Finally, we will be writing a poem using
rhyme.

•

•

Revise 2, 5 and 10 multiplication and
division facts
Multiply and divide using equal groups.
Multiply and divide numbers by 3, 4
and 8.
Solve number problems.

Art
Throughout Autumn 2 the
children will be understanding
the process of planning and
creating a sculpture with clay.
Furthermore, they will then
conclude their art work by
painting it.

Computer Science
To create a safe password
To describe how the internet connects
people
To discuss how products are sold
online
To describe differences between
on/offline communication

Science
Within this unit of learning the
children will learn;
•
•

Music
This half term in Music, the
children will be learning songs
off by heart. They will be
singing songs closer to the
winter break.

UAE Social Studies
In social studies we will be focusing on the environmental
aspects of the UAE. The children will cover; who the
leaders of each emirate are, understand how Sheikh
Zayed invested environmental resources and how they
are preserved. Finally, the children will learn about the
importance of import and export to the UAE.

Moral Education
This unit introduces students to their school, how they can fit in and the school's
expectations. In addition, students will learn how their behaviour affects others. They will
also discover the importance of working as part of a group. Throughout the unit, students
are asked about their identity at school and whether it differs from their identity at home
or with the identity of others outside school. The students will learn how the school works
and how they should deal with things and other students.

•
•
•

How to set up simple practical
enquiries.
How to use a range of
equipment.
Observing and recording
findings
Reporting findings
Using scientific evidence to
answer questions.

In Science this term, children will be
learning about plants. They will be
identifying the different parts of a
plant and their functions. Within this,
children will be completing
investigations to learn how water is
transported through plants.

